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PRO SERIES EXPLORER II BACKPACK™ FROM FIELDLINE®  
This High Visibility Pack Will Keep You Safe While Your Gear Stays Ready at Hand   

 

Sometimes the woods can be a busy place.  That's why Fieldline created the Pro Series Explorer II Backpack in blaze 
orange.  This day pack has all the features you need for a day in the woods without wasting your time with stuff you don't.  
Fieldline combines affordability with the latest materials and design to give you the best pack for the money available 
today.  The Explorer II Backpack will be your go to companion when you hit the busy deer woods this season.   
 

Like all the gear in the Pro Series line, the Explorer II Backpack is built for the rugged hunter.  Constructed of heavy duty 
2-ply quiet cloth, it can handle busting through the trees and stay silent while doing it.  The padded adjustable shoulder 
straps keep you comfortable on that walk in to the stand.  The main compartment features a full loading design, allowing 
the zippers to run the full length of the pack, providing you easy access for stowing and retrieving large items.   

 

The front of the Pro Series Explorer II Backpack features three additional pockets.  There is a small zippered mesh 
pocket on the bottom that is perfect for storing your hunting license or ID.  Above the mesh pocket is a half moon fully 
enclosed zippered pouch giving you secure storage and quick access to those smaller items.  Behind this is the fully 
opening organizer pocket.  This large pocket has a built in deluxe organizer capable of storing your mini flashlight, game 
calls, knife and other miscellaneous gear.   
 

The Pro Series Explorer II Backpack is the perfect companion for when you want to travel light while keeping yourself 
visible.  Too often daypacks are heavy, bulky contraptions better suited for a three day hunt.  Fieldline kept this in mind 
and ensured the Explorer II remained light and usable.  Measuring 16.2" x 11.5" x 5.7", the backpack has 1334 cubic 
inches of handy storage space and weighs in at a light 1.35 pounds.  
   

Fieldline works and plays as hard as you, and understands the rigors hunters place on their gear. Fieldline offers a 
Lifetime Warranty so you can take the Fieldline Pro Series Explorer II Backpack to the woods with confidence. Fieldline is 
committed to providing high-quality packs, duffels and lifestyle accessories that are fully guaranteed against defects in 
workmanship and materials for the life of the product. 
 

To learn more about the new Fieldline Pro Series Explorer II Backpack or any of the company’s rugged Pro Series  
packs and accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032  
• Telephone: (800) 438-3353. Or visit online at www.fieldline.com. 
 

“Like” Fieldline on  to keep up with the latest news and for a chance to win a new Fieldline pack. 
 

Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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